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Computer Vision (jgd1000)
(a) Inferring a 3D object shape from shading variation across a surface depends on
assumptions about how Lambertian or how specular each area is. For a surface
reflectance map φ(i, e, g) having a mixed form,

s(n + 1)(2 cos(i) cos(e) − cos(g))n
+ (1 − s) cos(i)
2
give a range of values for s and n that would arise for: (i) a matte surface, and
(ii) a glossy surface. What form of reflectance map φ(i, e, g) describes (iii) a
mirror, and what form describes (iv) the lunar surface? (v) Why is φ(i, e, g) as
specified above sometimes called the “Face Powder Equation”? (vi) How does
the lunar form of φ(i, e, g) explain why the full moon looks like a flat 2D penny
where
α is a margin that is enf
in the sky, rather than a 3D sphere like a ping-pong ball?Triplet
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Figure 2. Model structure. Our network consists of a batch in-
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Figure 3. The Triplet Loss minimizes the distance between an anthat are active and can
This approach treats
false matches and failures-to-match as equallytriplets,
bad errors.
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search.
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x into a feature space R , such that the squared distance
xni (hard negative) such that arg
between all faces, independent of imaging conditions, of
is infeasible to compute
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the same
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network checkpoint
the loss from [14] encourages all faces of one identity to be
and
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on a subset of
projected onto a single point in the embedding space. The
triplet loss, however, tries to enforce a margin between each
• Generate triplets online. T
pair of faces from one person to all other faces. This aling the hard positive/negati
lows the faces for one identity to live on a manifold, while
mini-batch.
still enforcing the distance and thus discriminability to other
identities.
Here, we focus on the onlin
The following section describes this triplet loss and how
mini-batches in the order of a f
it can be learned efficiently at scale.
only compute the argmin and a
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To have a meaningful repr
3.1. Triplet Loss
positive distances, it needs to
1
number of exemplars of any on
The embedding is represented
by f (x) ∈ Rd . It emmini-batch. In our experiments
beds an image x into a d-dimensional Euclidean space.
such that around 40 faces are se
Additionally, we constrain this embedding to live on the
batch. Additionally, randomly
d-dimensional hypersphere, i.e. kf (x)k2 = 1. This loss is
added to each mini-batch.
motivated in [19] in the context of nearest-neighbor classifi-

